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Rift Walker Notes & Tips. Entering the rift performs a dodge in the direction you are moving to. CLONE damage increases with the weapon level, up to 750, and is affected by Mod
Damage, Summon Damage and Explosion Damage. Soul Ember increases the CLONE explosion damage. Rift Walker is NOT affected by Mod Duration. This mod won't recharge
while on cooldown. Resting at a Stone resets the cooldown, but you need to rest a second time to recharge the mod. The Rift Walker. Author: Clay Griffith Susan Griffith. Publisher:
Pyr, 2011. Series: Vampire Empire: Book 2. 1. The Greyfriar 2. The Rift Walker 3. The Kingmakers. Book TypeÂ The Rift Walkeris the second book in a trilogy of high adventure and
alternative history. Combining rousing pulp action with steampunk style, the Vampire Empire series brings epic politcal themes to life within a story of heartbreaking romance,
sacrifice, and heroism. Excerpt. No excerpt currently exists for this novel. Be the first to submit one! Submit an Excerpt. Reviews. Get free books! Join Elana's speculative fiction
newsletter to stay updated with new speculative fiction releases and her bookish news. All new subscribers will receive Elemental Rush, the first novella in the exciting NA dystopian
fantasy Elemental series! Join Elana's newsletter here. See all of Elana's books here. Price. â€œPAUSE,â€ I SAY, AND THE IMAGE stills. The sound cuts off and leaves only the
hum of the Link station behind in my bedroom. I get up and close the door, something I shouldâ€™ve done earlier. The Rift Walker. Copyright Â© 2011 by Clay Griffith and Susan
Griffith. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, digital, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or otherwise, or conveyed via the Internet or a website without prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in
critical articles and reviews.Â Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data. Griffith, Clay. The rift walker / by Clay Griffith and Susan Griffth. p. cm. â€” (Vampire Empire ; bk.
The Rift Walker is the second book in a trilogy of high adventure and alternative history. Combining rousing pulp action with steampunk style, the Vampire Empire series brings epic
politcal themes to life within a story of heartbreaking romance, sacrifice, and heroism. Review: In most trilogies the "middle book" suffers from a lack of real story devolpment before
the grande finale in book three. And yes, I liked "The Greyfriar", book one in the series, more than "The Rift Walker". But still it did a great job of fascinating me - and especially in
keeping me glued

